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THE COARSE VOLCANIC ROCK INDUSTRY AT THE RÍO
IBÁÑEZ  WEST SITE, CHILEAN PATAGONIA: ASSESSING

GEOGENIC VERSUS ANTHROPOGENIC PROCESSES

ANNA MARIE PRENTISS, KRISTEN D. BARNETT, AND MATTHEW J. WALSH

Department of Anthropology, The University of Montana, Missoula, MT , USA
Arctic Research Centre (ARC), Aarhus University, Ny Munkegade , bldg. DK- Aarhus

C, Denmark

Prentiss et al. (, The Coarse Volcanic Rock Industry at Rio Ibáñez  west, Aisén Region, Patagonian Chile.
Lithic Technology :–) described a unique assemblage of bifacial and unifacial tools made from coarse vol-
canic rock at the Río Ibáñez  west site in Chilean Patagonia. The artifacts offer significant implications for inter-
preting the behavior of late pre-Colonial peoples in this region. Garvey and Mena (, Re-Analysis of a recently
Described Coarse Volcanic Rock Assemblage from Chilean Patagonia. Lithic Technology. doi: ./
..) challenge this interpretation arguing instead that the items were actually products of
natural processes. They offer three tests of the natural versus cultural hypotheses, each with ambiguous results.
We develop a frame of reference derived from prior knowledge of geogenic, biogenic and anthropogenic processes
for a more direct evaluation of the materials in question. We then provide evidence that the assemblage is the result
of human activity and offer an additional comment on differing approaches to archaeological methodology.

KEYWORDS: Lithic technology, Coarse volcanic rock, Hunter–gatherers, Patagonia

Prentiss et al. () described an assemblage of
lithic artifacts made from metamorphosed ande-
site (coarse volcanic rock or CVR) excavated
from late Pre-Colonial contexts at the site Río
Ibáñez  west (RIw), located in the Río
Ibáñez Valley, Aisén Region (XI), Chile. They
presented evidence in the form of flaking pat-
terns and use damage that many of these were
formed tools could not have been created via
natural processes and noted the association
between the artifacts, an extensive faunal assem-
blage, and hearth features. They concluded that
this reflected the outcomes of hunting and gath-
ering activities of indigenous western Patago-
nian people and suggested that use of low
grade lithic raw material made economic sense
given its abundant accessibility at the site and its
potential utility for creation of a variety of tools.
Recognizing that the Prentiss et al. argument has

the potential to significantly alter assumptions
about indigenous land-use and technological
organization in western Patagonia, Garvey and
Mena () challenge the interpretation that the
CVR objects are tools proposing the alternative
scenario that they are results of natural formation

process. They tested their hypothesis with three
new studies: a poll of lithics “experts” at a confer-
ence, an assessment of alternative lithic materials
in the vicinity of RIw, and a protein residue analy-
sis of five of the CVR objects. They conclude that
the CVR items are unlikely to have been the
result of human manufacture despite admitted
ambiguity in their results.
We thank Garvey and Mena for their attention

to this important issue and for the opportunity
to present further information regarding the
CVR artifacts from RIw. In this paper, we first
address the three new “lines of evidence” offered
by Garvey and Mena. Subsequently, we provide
additional evidence that occupants did indeed
knap and use a variety of tools using CVR.
Finally, we reflect on approaches to inference in
hunter–gatherer archaeology.

GARVEY AND MENA’S THREE LINES OF

EVIDENCE

Garvey and Mena conducted a poll of nine uniden-
tified persons described as “experts” and “lithics
specialists” during a workshop at the  Patago-
nia Archaeological Conference, held in Coyhaique,
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Chile. Each participant was asked to verify presence
or absence of flaking patterns, indicators of use,
and flaking logic for nine lithic items, three of
which were CVR objects from RIw. Outcomes
suggested variability in analyst interpretation of
several items including those made from CVR.
Garvey and Mena conclude that criteria for identi-
fying cultural versus natural status of certain lithics
specimens are ambiguous and inadequate. We have
several concerns regarding this experiment. First,
we are not told the actual training and experience
of these individuals. For comparison purposes,
some of the same items had also been shown to
other “lithics experts” in Montana who unani-
mously confirmed them as human-made tools.
Second, Garvey and Mena imply that there could
be bias on the part of the participants as some
had seen photographs of the items and were
aware of the debate. This is particularly critical
given the potential for this interpretation to signifi-
cantly alter long held assumptions about a very
sparsely understood indigenous past in the region.
Finally, on a more philosophical note, we fail to
see how polling scholars can resolve such a critical
question. If validity of contentious arguments else-
where in the sciences (recall scientific debates over
plate tectonics, the K-T boundary, and Pre-Clovis
occupations) was resolved on the basis of polls we
would indeed be in serious trouble.
Garvey and Mena along with colleagues con-

ducted additional field studies in and around
RIw exploring potential alternative lithic raw
material sources, the “knappability” of CVR, and
the “potential agents of natural fracturing.” They
note that sources of moderate to high quality
stone can be obtained within walking distance of
RIw. This fact was noted by Prentiss et al.
() and is not in and of itself an independent
test of cultural versus natural origins of the RIw
CVR objects. As is evident in Garvey and
Mena’s discussion there are many possible scen-
arios that could explain frequent use of local
CVR by mobile hunter–gatherer groups visiting
RIw. Garvey and Mena note that it takes con-
siderable force to knap CVR and that it is a chal-
lenge to produce bifacial objects. Extending this
argument they suggest that manufacturing costs
would have been significant thus likely precluding
this material as an economically logical choice for
toolstone. In contrast, Prentiss conducted informal
knapping experiments in  with CVR from
RIw and found that while challenging, both bifa-
cial and unifacial tools could be readily manufac-
tured in no more time than would be required

using finer grained source material (e.g. chert).
Thus, we remain in agreement with Eren et al.
(, ) that coarse grained lithic materials
would not present a significant barrier to pro-
duction of a wide range of lithic tools. Finally,
Garvey and Mena suggest that formation processes
at RIw may have been complex with sediments
formed in part from high energy environments
associated with water runoff from a slope to the
west of the excavation area. This scenario is unli-
kely for sediments excavated in  as all indi-
cators were for low-energy sediment formation
resulting in multiple finely stratified occupation sur-
faces (Figure ) marked by hearth features associ-
ated with distributions of stone artifacts and
animal bones bedded horizontally with random
strike orientations (Figures  and ). However, a
significant proportion of sediments from RIe,
excavated by Francisco Mena in , do likely
represent a hydraulic jumble (sensu Isaac ).
Our team did record high frequencies of angular
rock resulting from natural process and we turn
to this material in the next section.
Garvey and Mena report on results of protein

residue analysis using cross-over immunoelectro-
phoresis in which five CVR objects were examined
resulting in a positive identification for Perciformes.
Protein residue analysis is a well-established tech-
nique, though as recognized by Garvey and Mena
it does depend on preservation of source material
on stone tools. As noted by Garvey and Mena,
the identification of Perciformes raises many more
questions than it answers. It is possible that fish
were processed at RIw and it is also possible

FIGURE . West wall profile detail from RIw excavation
trench illustrating bedded sediments and angular lithic
materials primarily from one occupation surface (Stratum
III, level ) deriving primarily from roof fall.
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that some other source of bias may be affecting
the results. In a sedimentary matrix rich with
mammalian remains it also seems odd that no
protein signature for any form of mammal
could be identified on these objects whether cul-
tural or not. Despite good preservation of
faunal remains, including very small specimens

from various rodents, no fish remains have been
found at the site to date. Although this does not
preclude the possibility that they may eventually
be observed at RIw it does shed doubt on the
possibility of fish processing activities at the site
as opposed to other scenarios that could lead to
contamination of the sample. Clearly more

FIGURE . Plan view map of Stratum II, level a, showing hearth feature, naturally fractured rock, wood, and lithic artifacts.
Point Plot (PPT)  is the projectile point illustrated in Prentiss et al. (:Figure ).
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research is required. We are concerned however,
whether or not proteins are ever identified on
objects from RIw that this does not serve as an
adequate test of geological versus human techno-
logical origin for flaking patterns on these rocks.

GEOGENIC VERSUS ANTHROPOGENIC FLAKING

OF LITHIC CLASTS

Garvey and Mena () do little to directly
address their fundamental question, that of the
processes that created the CVR objects at RIw.
We suggest that this will only be accomplished
by development and use of a frame of reference
derived from prior knowledge of geomorphology,
geoarchaeology, and experimental lithic technol-
ogy. Variability in larger (e.g. pebble and cobble
size) clasts at RIw could have been affected by a
variety of processes generally relevant to sediment
formation in caves and rockshelters. Sediments in
these contexts are the result of geogenic, biogenic
and anthropogenic processes (Farrand ,
). Most relevant geogenic factors for RIw
would include effects of freeze–thaw cycles and
mechanical processes such as roof collapse. Bio-
genic factors in this open rockshelter context
could include lichen growth and animal trampling.
Anthropogenic processes might include trampling
and knapping of local and imported non-local
stone. Biogenic and geogenic processes interact in
sometimes complex ways to breakdown cave and
rockshelter roof and wall material (Ollier ;
Viles ). Results of such processes will
include the creation of sediments that include poly-
hedric clasts with “sharp edges and angles” (Laville
et al. :). Clearly anthropogenic processes
will also contribute superficially similar clasts. It

remains a challenge to archaeologists to dis-
tinguish between clasts resulting from geogenic
and biogenic processes and those from human
knapping behavior.
A substantial literature has developed concern-

ing the issue of identifying rocks resulting from
geogenic and biogenic versus anthropogenic/
human cultural processes (e.g. Barnes ; Chla-
chula and Le Blanc ; Clark ; Gillespie
et al. ; Leudtke ; Mason ; Oakley
and Newcomer ; Oakley ; Patterson
; Peacock ; Rasic ). From this
body of work, it is clear that no single attribute
can be used to make such distinctions (Peacock
). However, combinations of select indicators
can help analysts make informed inferences of
natural versus cultural origin. Given that the
debate over materials from RIw currently
centers on objects that have been flaked we focus
only on such items and thus exclude consideration
of flakes. From a morphological standpoint, clasts
resulting from geogenic processes may typically
include fracture faces with indistinct or nonexis-
tent bulbs of force, limited to nonexistent ripple
lines (concentric rings), and few to no eraillure
scars (Chlachula and Le Blanc ; Leudtke
; Oakley and Newcomer ; Patterson
; Peacock ). It has been argued that an
obtuse striking platform angle could be an indi-
cator of natural fracture (Barnes ). But, sub-
sequent research suggests that Barnes’
conclusions are empirical generalizations relevant
only to specific contexts (e.g. glacial environments
and certain stream beds) (Schnurrenberger and
Bryan ). Geogenic, biogenic, and incidental
anthropogenic (trampling) activities can produce
edge flaking or retouch along margins of lithic
clasts. Scholars suggest that processes other than
actual knapping behavior tend to generate unifa-
cial and bifacially placed flake scars that are incon-
sistent in form, placement, depth, and invasiveness
on objects that often retain significant percentages
of cortex cover (Gillespie et al. ; Oakley
; Patterson ; Peacock ). In contrast,
human knapping behavior will tend to produce
objects with characteristics that could include
aligned unidirectional flaking, low percentages of
cortex, secondary retouch, and evidence for a
logical production process (Chlachula and le
Blanc ; Gillespie et al. ; Patterson
; Peacock ). The nature of lithic material
may also affect retouch patterns as for example
Knudson () recognizes retouch patterns on
trampled glass artifacts that could be attributed

FIGURE . Example of an occupation surface from RIw
(Stratum III, level b) with cluster of geogenic stones, lithic
artifacts, and animal bone.
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to knapper behavior. However, impacts of tram-
pling in Knudson’s study may have been enhanced
by the very brittle nature of the rawmaterial which
is less of a concern with the non-vitreous volcanic
rocks at RIw. Overall, it appears highly unlikely
that geogenic and biogenic processes at RIw
would ever be capable of generating objects resem-
bling formed bifacial and unifacial lithic tools.
Prentiss et al. () illustrated and described

four bifacial artifacts made from CVR that
clearly fall outside the expectations for clasts
modified exclusively by geogenic and biogenic
processes. Two bifaces were characterized by pat-
terned invasive bifacial flaking that included
apparent removal of thinning flakes. Both were
broken with snap fractures consistent with
human technological behavior (Prentiss et al.
:Figures  and ). The two projectile points
featured invasive bifacial flaking along with notch-
ing and corner-removals (secondary flaking) to
form hafting elements. Each was also character-
ized by a distal impact fractures (Prentiss et al.
:Figures  and ). However, a much wider
range of tool forms were identified within the
 artifacts manufactured on CVR recovered in
. In addition to bifaces and projectile points,
lithic tools also include picks, wedges, drills, uni-
faces, and cores. We illustrate a sample of these
to further demonstrate the likely cultural nature
of these objects. Our discussion of tool attributes
relies most heavily on placement of flake removals
as details of fracture initiation and propagation
are hard to identify given coarseness of raw
material.
Bifaces were typically fragmentary and represen-

tative of a range of reduction behaviors reflecting
the entire reduction continuum (e.g. Callahan
). The biface in Figure  is a typical
example of one of these items with invasive
flaking and aligned secondary retouch along with
manufacture related snap fractures. Bifacial drills
were relatively rare but highly distinct. The artifact
illustrated in Figure  is a bifacially shaped drill/

boring tool (aligned secondary retouch) on a
Stage  biface (Stage  per Callahan ). Some
bifaces were made on flakes and intended as
specific tools such as knives. The artifact illus-
trated in Figure  is identified as a bifacially
flaked knife featuring consistent marginal
retouch along with several invasive scars creating
an oval margin resembling an Eskimo ulu or
women’s knife. As noted by Prentiss et al.
(), the most interesting and in our experience,
unique tool classes are the bifacially worked picks
and wedges. Figure  provides a good example of
one of these items featuring consistent invasive
flaking on both faces. Bifacial semi-abrupt
removals on both lateral margins create a
“wasted” appearance that we suggest might have
been useful for gripping the tool. Both ends are
characterized by evidence of battering in the
form of crushing and step removals as might be
consistent with wood-working and dismember-
ment of animal carcasses. The latter function
would not be surprising given the frequency of
split ungulate long bones found in these strata
(Prentiss et al. ). Finally, we recovered a
number of distinctly flaked unifacial tools. The
artifact in Figure  was created by removal of a
parallel series of flakes leaving an easily recognized
dorsal ridge. The distal end of the artifact features
secondary scalar retouch on the dorsal face and
some crushing visible on both faces. Function of
the artifact is not entirely clear though it resembles
some end scrapers often hafted and used for hide
working (e.g. Andrefsky :Figure .b).
Given the formal patterned nature (e.g. Andrefsky
) of these bifacial and unifacially flaked items
we conclude that they do not fit expectations for
clasts exclusively modified only by geogenic and
biogenic processes. They feature logically aligned
primary and secondary retouch and little to no
cortex cover. Indeed, we suggest that had they
been manufactured on finer grained material (i.e.
chert or obsidian) there would be no question by
our colleagues as to their cultural origin.

SPATIAL PATTERNS AND ASSOCIATIONS

Patterson () suggests that cultural behavior
will generate clusters of artifacts in contrast to
natural processes that will result in more randomly
dispersed fractured rock. This conclusion is sup-
ported by experimental (Newcomer and Sieveking
) and ethnoarchaeological research (e.g.
Binford , ) as well as geoarchaeological
observations (e.g. Laville et al. ). This does

FIGURE . Field drawing of CVR biface mid-section from
RIw.
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not mean however, that certain site formation pro-
cesses could not disperse and essentially random-
ize the occurrence of artifacts as for example in
stream bed contexts that are reworked to form
hydraulic jumbles (Isaac ). The latter would
not be a concern at RIw given evidence for
intact rockshelter stratigraphy lacking hydraulic
reworking of sediments (Prentiss et al. ,
). The  excavations at RIw were not
spatially extensive enough to evaluate horizontal
clustering of artifacts for each excavated stratum
in a rigorous manner. However, it is possible to
illustrate relationships between lithic tool frequen-
cies and hearth features. A plot of hearth feature
and CVR tool counts for each excavated stratum
(Figure ) illustrates relatively similar distributions
with highest frequencies of artifacts generally

associated with the presence of hearth features.
Figure  provides an example of one occupation
surface (stratum II, Level ) showing typical
relationships between point provenienced artifacts
and a hearth feature. Given high numbers of lithic
artifacts, faunal remains, and hearth features we
argue that Garvey and Mena’s hypothesis 
(ritual site) can be rejected in favor of Prentiss
et al.’s () conclusion that the site reflects beha-
viors typical of a hunter–gatherer camp.

DISCUSSION

Garvey and Mena () place considerable cre-
dence in microeconomic logic as a strategy for
drawing conclusions about the nature of the
archaeological record at RIw. Drawing from

FIGURE . Field drawing of CVR bifacial drill/boring tool on Stage  biface (per Callahan ) from RIw.

FIGURE . Field drawing of a CVR bifacial knife-like tool
from RIw.

FIGURE . Field drawing of a CVR wedge-like tool with
invasive bifacial flaking.
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this perspective they offer a wide range of hypoth-
eses about the occupations of RIw. They suggest
that CVR could have been too costly for regular
use by occupants due to time and effort required
for tool production. They propose that distant
winter travel would have brought hunters in
contact with alternative lithic sources thus pre-
cluding use of local CVR. They add that CVR
would normally have been avoided by groups
gearing up with “reliable” tool kits (sensu Bleed
) for critical winter hunts. Indeed they
suggest that, given importance of deer to winter
occupants, any raw material (“bone, antler,
wood”) would have been preferable to local
CVR. But Garvey and Mena also propose that
perhaps deer were not important in the first
place, thus presumably eliminating any need for
robust lithic tools as might be made from CVR.

We have argued that CVR is no more costly from
a knapping standpoint than other lithic materials
thus undermining much of the logic of suppositions
made by Garvey and Mena. We are also highly
doubtful that winter-time foraging in such an
extreme environment as Andean western Patagonia
would include routine lithic quarrying operations.
Indeed, Gomez’s () surveys in and around
RIw did not identify any evidence for lithic pro-
curement behavior despite some very sparse evi-
dence for toolstone exposures. But, we suggest
that there is a more critical concern with these argu-
ments. Binford () reminded us that we make a
fundamental error if we seek to evaluate the archae-
ological record based upon our predispositions as to
what ought to be present (the “Pompeii Premise”).
In contrast, he (:) proposed that archaeolo-
gists are better off developing “an adequate and rea-
listic observational language for treating properties
of the archaeological record as it is; it is the very
act of conceptualizing archaeological observations
that conveys meaning to them, and in turn implies
conditions of the past.” Garvey and Mena seem to
invoke a Pompeii Premise with regard to the lithic
artifacts from RIw by implying that it just could
not be possible that such material was used for tool-
stone by indigenous foragers of the region. In con-
trast we have invoked an observational language
that permitted us to recognize and describe
the archaeological record as we found it even
if the implications are challenging for some
scholars working in the region.
Thus, in conclusion we agree with Garvey and

Mena that more research is necessary. However,
additional studies should not be narrowly directed
towards the question of natural versus cultural
regarding coarse volcanic rock at RIw. Rather, we
should seek to better address the nature of CVR tech-
nology and its relationship to other materials recov-
ered at RIw. More specifically, we would welcome
further analyses that could include statistical studies
of variability in artifact morphology along with
additional assessments of tool function. We do a
grave disservice to the past indigenous peoples of
Patagonia if these artifacts are ignored. We look
forward to further discussions with Garvey and
Mena as studies of RIwmove forward in the future.
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